
performing all while meeting 
students from the other classes and 
ensuring a strong membership for 
next semester. If the potluck last 
Sunday was any indication of what is 
to come Dr. Vogelaar’s collection of 
awesome lawn games and general 
outdoor frolicking will be popular 
mainstays of SPS events. 

Despite the longing we’ll all feel let’s 
enjoy our summer jobs, vacations, 
and random responsibilities with 
whatever brand of donut our current 

situation provides. If this is your last 
coffee and donuts in the foreseeable 
future good luck in your endeavors 
and may there always be a good 
donut shop nearby When next year 
comes around we’ll have a new 
squad running the place, which 
means a new voice behind this 
publication as well! Help him out and 
save anything you write this summer.

it’s been real,

-Sam Rosenkrantz

The Last One!
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Another year is ending, another 
class is graduating, and another 
long donut famine is about to fall 
upon Robeson hall. You don’t 
realize how important that 
biweekly dose of rambling 
conversation, sugar, and caffeine 
is until it’s gone. Give it two 
weeks and I bet all of you will be 
eyeing the walls for 
announcement posters and 
checking the lounge for big white 
Carol Lee boxes. As for me, 
Thursday (or in this case 
Wednesday) nights will no longer 
be spent on google images and I 
will have one less outlet for my 
rambling.

SPS had a productive and fun 
year and is showing signs of 
being even better next year. In 
the fall we had video game 
nights, t-shirt designing sessions, 
and events for new and 
prospective members that have 
filled our ranks with quite a few 
motivated underclassmen (those 
t-shirts are still around and a few 
of you still need to pick them up). 

Come spring the diverse ranks of 
SPS came back to Chez 
Robeson planning, cooking, and 



Save My Homework!!!

A SATIRICAL JAB AT HOMEWORK STRESS BASED ON THE FIRE ALARM GOING OFF IN ROBESON
        Tragedy struck today as four physics students and three professors were critically injured during a fire in 
Robeson Hall. Reports suggest that it was packing up the homework they had been working on in the SPS lounge 
which prevented them from leaving in time. 

!     After questioning why the value of their homework might be in any way comparable to that of their lives an 
indignant undergraduate exclaimed “Is that even a question? I’ve been working on that E&M homework since last 
Tuesday! And I had to meet with Pleimling five times before I could even get that far in my mechanics!” Other students 
involved in the incident appeared to have denied there being any imminent danger to begin with. “Just because the 
fire alarm was going off, the probability distribution of there actually being a fire still didn’t collapse until I observed the 
flames outside the SPS lounge door.” 

         Some university professors reported difficulties leaving their office due to the smorgasbords of students 
blockading their way out.  “It certainly was unfortunate timing that I was holding office hours and that it was the day of 
the General Relativity homework being due when the fire occurred” reported Professor Sharpe. “I was able to get past 
most the undergraduates without too much difficulty, but after I traversed the first wave there were still grad students 
trying to get help on problems too.” Concerned about the student’s reactions our on-scene reporter asked how they 
planned to handle the situation next time. One student responded “well, the fireman pulled me out before I had a 
chance to grab my E&M book from the table. So I would be sure to get that next time, if given the chance.”

-Rachel Elliott
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^Caption Contest^
Well not really contest, more like 
game. Write your own captions and 
leave them around the lounge. 
Provide some poor studier with a 
brief moment of laughter... or 
confusion. Both are cool. 


